CORRECTION AND REPULICATION NOTICE


Details: The authors requested that their above-referenced publication be corrected and republished due to errors found in the original publication. The article originally published in CJHP did not overtly state that the results reported were from a secondary analysis of an original study conducted by the Dominican research team of Mencia-Ripley and Vargas, which was conducted in 2011. The entire methods section for the original article was clarified to describe the original study methods, with citations provided. The conclusion was revised to take the cultural context into consideration when interpreting the results of the study. Dr. Mencía-Ripley, the study’s original author, contributed to writing this final manuscript and has been added to the author list.

Editorial Decision: The editor accepted the authors’ request, as she determined that there were no apparent violations in ethical conduct outlined by the Committee of Publication Ethics (COPE), and the re-publication gives due credit to the original study and all colleagues involved with the publication of the work. The original article, published in Volume 14, Issue 1 has been removed and the republished article appears in Volume 15, Issue 1.